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Custom Dynamics (CD) has been making, and continually improving, lighting and other safety products for all types of 
motorcycles.  I have been reviewing many of their products since 2006.  One of their current lighting devices is the Dual 
Color Mega Plasma Rods.  These are specially designed LED-based lighting devices that can be used on virtually any 
type of vehicle to enhance running, brake and turn signal lighting. 
 
The devices are 8” long, just over 1/4" wide, with a 1” deep mounting surface.  The Dual Color version comes pre-wired 
for low intensity red for running lights; high intensity red for brake lights; and high intensity amber for turn signals (unless 
you’re bogie, then the high intensity yellow will be used for a strobe device – more on this later).  Mounting is handled by 
super strong, 3M double sided tape that comes pre-installed on the 1” deep mounting surface; the side opposite the tape 
has a fabric covering to protect anything that may come in contact with it. 
 
In addition to the 8” Dual Color Mega version, Plasma Rods also come in single color versions (red or amber) in 8, 12 or 
14” sizes.  The single color versions can be wired (with the appropriate module) to be high & low intensity; full intensity 
that flashes off/on for turn signals; or, with some creative wiring, low intensity running, high intensity brake with high 
intensity off/on for turning.  These are incredibly versatile lighting devices.  The smoked diffuser makes the Plasma Rods 
almost disappear when turned off. 
 
Please keep in mind while viewing the following videos – all CD LED products are so bright, that most video devices 
cannot properly handle the intensity and the picture gets washed out – also making red LEDs look bright yellow. 
 
Click here for a video showing the Dual Color Plasma Rod the way it was installed connected to a passing lamp strobe 
unit.  It is wired with the low intensity red for running, high intensity red for brake and the amber for the strobe.  The video 
shows the various uses of the rod as running light, brake light and amber strobe.  You’ll notice one very cool feature of the 
Dual Color Plasma Rods – when the amber function is selected (for the strobe in this demo; for turn signals in a typical 
installation) the red functions do not light – meaning when used as a turn signal the flash pattern will be from ‘full intensity 
on’ to ‘off’ - making the very bright amber flashing function even more noticeable. 
 
Click here for a video that demonstrates the 8”, single color red, Plasma Rods installed on a ’13 Street Glide (as a bonus, 
you can also see Custom Dynamics 1157 dual intensity red LED cluster functioning as running and brake lights; and the 
Ultimate Magic Strobes Brake Light Flasher, causing the strobe effect when the brake is applied – see the previous 2011 
review on the brake strobe device).  These single intensity Plasma Rods were wired using the CD Plasma Rod Dual 
Converter (PDC), which converts 2 wire to 3 wire for running-brake application, as done in this application; or the PDC 
can be wired for running-turn application.  With a CD Eclipze2 module, the single intensity rods can be wired as brake & 
turn.  Using both the PDC & the Eclipze (and some creative wiring) the single intensity rods can function as run, turn & 
brake. 
 
The Plasma Rods add a dramatic amount of light; and thereby, visibility; to the bike.  Always good to know you’re doing 
everything you can to make your ride safer. 
 
Of course there are as many ways as there are individuals for mounting the rods – make the best decision for your 
circumstances.  For the single rod used with the strobe, the rod was mounted directly to the underside of a Tour-Pak, with 
a disconnect inside to allow removal of the trunk if needed.   
 
For the ’13 Street Glide, the owner fabricated some thin aluminum that he molded to the curved shape of the saddlebag 
filler panels that are part of the fender, with a 7/8” extension that paralleled the saddlebags.  He made the aluminum so 
that 3M double sided tape was used to attach to the backside of the filler panel.  The Plasma Rods were then attached to 
the aluminum (with the 3M tape pre-installed on the device) so that the diffuser was pointed straight back for the best 
view.  It appears, this same mounting method could be done for the ’14 SG as well.   
 
A local HD dealer is mounting the rods directly to the saddlebag, providing a quick disconnect to allow saddlebag removal.   
Others have used plastic 1/4 round molding that they taped to the filler panel.  However, this ‘points’ the Plasma Rods 
toward the bags.  Since the Plasma Rods are so bright, and have a 270º viewing angle, this still affords a great deal of 
visibility.  In my opinion, pointing straight back, rather than sideways at the bag, is really the best.   
 
Here is a (very) crude attempt to sketch the differences between the two filler panel methods mentioned. 

http://youtu.be/PiWaUxuqko4
http://youtu.be/dBXc7o1LIgo
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As with any LED lighting upgrade from Custom Dynamics – Plasma Rods will make you more visible to those behind you.  
LEDs, in addition to their brightness, turn on faster than incandescent lights; adding a well needed fraction of a second to 
the reaction time of the driver behind you.  You can’t put a price on your safety.  With that said – Plasma Rods are a great 
value for the technology received.   
 
CD also offers ‘Dynamic Clusters’ (DC).  The DC are dual color LED clusters that contain dual intensity red LEDs for 
running and brake functions and high intensity amber for turn signals.  The Harley Electra Glide family comes stock with 
separate, turn signal only pods at the rear of the bike.  To add additional running/brake lights, the usual solution is to 
convert those pods to red lights with a device that controls a single intensity bulb to function as dual intensity by ‘dimming’ 
the bulb for running light purposes.  But, you give up the amber turn signal to do so.  DC solves this by giving both red & 
amber.  The stock pods are an 1156 single contact socket.  The DC is wired with a pigtail that plugs right into that socket 
to power the turn signal function and provide the ground function for the whole cluster.  Powering the running and brake 
function requires running two additional wires to the proper source.  One way to accomplish this is to drill a small hole next 
to the 1156 socket to pass the wires thru and follow the stock wiring into the tail light to tap the proper source wire.  Of 
course, this can be done in other ways as well.  DCs are offered to fit many specific models of bikes other than just Harley 
and also come in a ‘hardwire’ version without the 1156 pigtail.  Guaranteed for life – can’t beat that.  Even more 
information is available in the 2011 review of the brake strode, that also included the DC. 
 
The DC by CD (sorry, had to do it) are a great way to preserve the amber turn signal function, while adding to your safety 
with additional running and brake lights in back.  Pair these with the Dual Color Mega Plasma Rods and there is no doubt 
you will be seen from the rear, whether driving, turning or stopping.  Another great value. 
 
The videos here, or on the CD site, really don’t do either the Plasma Rods or the Dynamic Clusters justice – they are 
exceptionally bright!  I rate all of the products mentioned (single & dual color Plasma Rods, Dynamic Clusters and the 
Ultimate Magic Strobes Brake Light Flasher) GREAT PRODUCTS & GREAT BUYS. 
 
Finally – you will be hard pressed to find a customer service ethic, anywhere, better than Custom Dynamics.  Always 
happy to answer your technical questions and offer suggestions to help with any install questions you may have.  
Absolutely TOP NOTCH customer service. 
 
Respectfully, 
-bogie 


